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I. Background 

Patient retention in HIV care is key to achieving national goals of 95-95-95 targets: 95% of all people 

with HIV to be diagnosed and know their status, 95% of all HIV-infected people to receive ART, and 

95% of persons receiving ART to be virally suppressed by 2025[1]. Continuous engagement with the 

healthcare system by HIV infected individuals is a key challenge for HIV treatment programs [2].  

An article by Richard M Grimes states that persons with the unsuppressed virus are 20 times more 

likely to transmit HIV and that out-of-care PLHIV is responsible for over 60% of transmissions.  

If every PLHIV on antiretroviral therapy has had viral load suppression, the transmission would be 

close to null. That is why keeping PLHIV retained on care is important and patients who missed clinical 

appointment or lost to follow-up must be traced and re-engaged in care to have efficacy treatment, 

meaning having viral load suppression [2].  

A study in rural Mozambique shows that making patients aware of the dangers of disengagement, and 

flexible fast-track reengagement polices could improve re-engagement. On the other hand, the lack of 

information on patterns of patient disengagement and factors associated with return to HIV care makes 

developing re-engagement strategies difficult [4]. 

A study conducted in rural Uganda found that nearly half of HIV-infected adults attending a rural HIV 

clinic in a region with poor health outcomes had ever missed a scheduled visit. Of 318 PLHIV whoever 

missed a scheduled appointment, 68% returned to HIV care following active tracing using home visits 

and phone calls [6]. 

The loss to follow-up remains a major problem in Cambodia. Although most LTFU among PLHIV on 

ART can be explained by undocumented deaths and transfers out, maybe most of them stopped 

treatment or are taking ART irregularly. There is a broad range of reasons contributing to interrupting 

treatment have been documented in Cambodia [3] 

a. Patient side 

• Mobile to work within the country or neighboring countries, 

• Issue with transportation cost, 

• Workplace does not allow or provide permission, 

• Caregivers do not accompany, 

• Caregiver has to take other sick children in the family, 

• Mother is working far away and brings sick children with them, 

• Mental health and other health problems, 

• Old aged caregivers, 

• Drug abused, 

• Always drunk, 

• Detained in closed setting, 

• COVID crisis (could not return from Thailand, 

• Forget or confuse appointment date (for illiterate patients), 

•  Incomplete consumption leading to unfinished medicine (due to irregularly taking) or rely on 

buffer drugs, 

• Borrow drugs from others (not able to get drug by themselves, forget appointment date, etc), 
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• Family issues, 

• Think they are cured, 

• Hopeless in long-life treatment 

• Stop coming for the visit (be afraid that other people know their status) for paediatrics transferred to adults, 

• Hide HIV status with his/her new partners, 

• Self-discrimination / self-complain 

• Changed caregivers 

• Have insufficient time to participate in the counselling section (i.e. guardians come to 

receive ARV drugs instead and/or patients move to work in other areas) 

b. Provider side: 

• Healthcare workers write different dates in patient’s booklet and chart,  

• Healthcare workers have a limited understanding and support on adherence medication for ART 

treatment to some PLHIV due to the overloaded patients at the ART sites, 

• Healthcare workers have limited knowledge and skills on some new drug side-effects, 

• Healthcare workers do not address the complaints of patients on drug side-effects 

• Lack of friendly-service (e.g. longer waiting time, a lack of flexible hours, discrimination behavior, etc.) 

• Lack of service providers that lead to the overload of patients 

• Lack of psycho-social support to patients 

II. Rationale 

While searching for last HIV positive cases is harder and harder, the maintenance of existing cases on 

ART will help to prevent new infections. The lost follow-up patients cause some consequences such 

as the increased risk of HIV drugs resistance since they do not take drug correctly and regularly; they 

affect the whole cascade of the 95:95:95; the LTFU patients potentially transmit the virus to other 

people and even worse if they transmit the drug-resistant virus, and consume  the national resources to 

fight against HIV. Reengagement of patients who missed clinical appointment within 28 days will 

prevent them from lost to follow-up. 

III. Objectives 
 

The SOP aims to: 

1. Provide a standard practical step-by-step to re-engage patients into HIV care and treatment, 

2. Retain HIV-infected patients in care and treatment, 

3. Reduce the lost to follow-up rate. 

 

IV. Standard procedures 
  

1. Data clerk at ART clinic generates list of daily visits of patients – Appointment list. Each 

ART clinic generates list of patients that clinician and patient schedule the visit. The list 

should be generated for every working day of the ART clinic (Annex 1) by 3 days before 

coming to services 
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2. Verifies/confirms the attendance of each patient on the list. At one or two hours before end of 

clinic hour, or at the end of the clinic hour, CAA team, or counsellor has to verify the clinic 

attendance of each patient in the list. Then note (highlight) patients who missed the 

appointment. 

3. Records and enters line list of patients who missed clinical appointment. ART clinic records 

and enters all data associated with all patients who missed clinical appointment starting from 

day one of missing every day AND using given standard form and excel file. Data entry must 

occur every day and should not be missed. In practice step 2 and 3 are combined by using the 

appointment list (Annex 1) and keep only patients who missed appointment on the day. If the 

records are in a hard copy CAA team needs to pass the records to data entry clerk to record 

the list in the database at the end of clinic hour. 

4. Takes actions to reengage patients. Data clerk at ART clinic reviews the list of any patients 

who missed today clinical appointment and at the previous date of appointment and start 

taking actions to reengage them in care. The actions should be taken within 28 days of 

missing by dividing into four attempt periods: 1-7 days, 8-14 days, 15-21 days, and 22-28 

days. There are four proposed approaches below: 

a. Telephone call, or 

b. Home visit, or 

c. Via partner-organization, or 

d. Via HC/VHSG/ Peer 

e. Other: specify ………… 

ART team identifies the best option to trace patients listed in the line list above whether they 

can call, or home visit, or combine based on their best knowledge and experience with the 

patients. Supports from partner-organization may be the best option for KP patients. Outreach 

worker (OW) or peer educator of the partner-organization know their clients and is closer to 

them than health care workers in some locations. Patient’s confidentiality must be kept to avoid 

stigma and discrimination when conducting home visit for reengagement.    

5. Records and enters required data in Annex 2. Record line list of “Date first attempt taken”, 

“Activity”, “Result”, “Date of re-engagement”, “Reason for missed appointment”, by using the 

Form in Annex 2. This needs to be done every time action is taken. 

Note that each time after activity is taken for each patient who missed clinical appointment in 

the line list (step 3), ART team has to record and enter all required data in Table 2 in 5.3. 

 

6. Attempts when patients are identified as lost to follow-up (greater than 28 days after date of 

appointment). ART team will take two last attempts to reengage patients who did not come 

for the visit or pick up the ARV drugs greater than 28 days after date of appointment. The 

two attempts will be done within interval of one or two weeks.  

 

Table 1: Summary of Standard Procedures 

Step and activity Frequency Responsible 

person 

Tool/Form 

1. Generate list of daily visits 

of patients – appointment 

list 

Daily clinic 

hour 

 

 

Data entry clerk Annex 1 

2. Verifies/confirms the 

attendance of each patient 

in the list 

Daily clinic 

hour 

 

CAA team Annex 1 
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3. Records and enters line 

list of patients who missed 

clinical appointment 

 

Daily CAA team and 

data entry clerk 

Annex 1 

4. Takes actions to reengage 

patients. 

Four attempts 

within 28 days 

ART team 1. Telephone, 

2. Home visit 

3. Partner-organization 

4. HC/VHSG/peer 

5. Other 

5. Records and enters 

required data in Annex 2  

Each time after 

action is taken 

CAA + data 

entry clerk 

 

Annex 2 

6. Two last attempts when 

patient is identified as lost 

to follow-up 

 

Two attempts of 

one to two 

weeks interval 

CAA + data 

entry clerk 

1. Telephone, 

2. Home visit 

3. Partner-organization 

4. HC/VHSG 

5. Other 

V. Tools 

5.1. Required data in the “appointment list” at “Step 1” and “Step 3” (Annex 1) 

1. No. 

2. Date of appointment, 

3. Clinic ID, 

4. ART number, 

5. Name, 

6. Sex, 

7. Age, 

8. Type of client, 

9. Address, 

10. Telephone number, 

11. Disclose status, 

12. Doctor name, 

13. Viral load value 

14. Date of viral load result 

5.2. Required data at Step 5 (Annex 2) 

1. Number of days missed 

2. Date activity taken for first attempt 

3. Activity 

4. Result 

5. Date activity taken for second attempt (if there is when first attempt was not done/successful) 

6. Activity 

7. Result 

8. Date activity taken for 3rd attempt (if there is when first and second attempts were not 

done/successful) 

9. Activity 

10. Result 

11. Date activity taken for 4th time (if there is when first, second and third attempts were not 

done/successful) 
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12. Activity 

13. Result 

14. Date of re-engagement (if “reengaged” in the “result” cell is selected) 

15. Reason for miss appointment 

16. Date identified as LTFU.  

5.3    Required data when conduct last two attempts at Step 6 (Annex 3) 

1. Date activity taken for first attempt 

2. Activity 

3. Result 

4. Date activity taken for second attempt (if there is when first attempt was not done/successful) 

5. Activity 

6. Result 

7. Date of re-engagement (if “reengaged” in the “result” cell is selected) 

8. New clinic ID (Old ART number) 

9. Reasons for LTFU 

5.4   Instructions to fill in the Tool (Excel File) 
Table 2: Required Data and Instructions for Re-engagement Activity 

សន្លឹកកិច្ចការ  
(Worksheet) 

ឈ ម្ ោះជួរឈរ  
(Column name) 

ឈេខ
សម្គា េ់ 
ជួរឈរ 

(Column 
index) 

េកខខណ្ឌ
ទិន្នន្យ័ 
(Data 

validation) 

ឈសច្កតីបរយិាយពន្យេ់ 
(Description explanation) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ឈ ម្ ោះមន្ទីរឈពទយបង្អែក/  
គ្លីន្ិក* 

  list ជាកង្ន្លអសម្រម្គបក់ំណ្ត់ ឈ ម្ ោះមន្ទីរ
ឈពទយបង្អែក/គ្លីន្ិក នន្ទម្រមអប់ញ្ចូ េ
ទិន្នន្យ័ អ្នកជំអឺខកណាត ់ឈ ោះបអ់
ឈសវា ART 

េរ 1   ជាឈេខឈរៀអតៗគ្នន  ឈោយម្រតូវចាប-់ឈ្តើ
មពីឈេខ ១ សម្រម្គប់ការច្ ោះបញ្ជ ីអ្នក
ជំអឺខកណាត ់។ សម្រម្គបអ់្នកបន្ទទ ប់
ម្រតូវោក់ ឈេខបន្តបន្ទទ ប ់គ្ឺ ២ - ៣ - 
៤ . .។ 

កាេបរឈិច្េទណាតជ់ួប  
Date of appointment* 
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

2 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

ជានងៃង្ខឆ្ន  ំង្ែេអ្នកជំអឺណាតជ់ួបម្រគ្ូ
ឈពទយ។   
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List Patient 
Missed 
Appointment 

ឈេខកូែ Clinic ID number* 3 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

ជាឈេខកូែង្ែេ ART clinic ្តេ់ឱ្យ
អ្នកជំអឺឈពេមកច្ ោះឈ ម្ ោះែំបូអឈៅ
កន អឈសវា ART។ ឈេខកូែ Clinic ID 
numberឈន្ោះម្គន្ ច្ំន្ួន្៥ខទអ់ 
សម្រម្គបម់ន្ សស ឈពញវយ័ ន្ិអ ៦ខទអ់
សម្រម្គបក់ ម្គរ ឈោយម្គន្អ្កសរ P ឈៅ
ខាអម ខឈេខ។ 
Clinic ID numberម្គន្ឈៅង្្នកខាអ
ឈេើបអែស់ខាអឈវេអនែនន្ ទម្រមអ់"ក"។ 

ឈេខកូែ ART (ART 
number) 

4 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

ជាឈេខកូែង្ែេ ART clinic ្តេ់ឱ្យ
អ្នកជំអឺឈៅឈពេគ្នត់ ចាបឈ់្តើម ការ
ពា េឈោយឱ្សងម្របឆ្អំ    ឈម
ឈោគ្ឈអ្ែស៍។ ឈេខកូែ ART ម្គន្
ច្ំន្ួន្ ៩ខទអ ់សម្រម្គបម់ន្ សសឈពញវយ័ 
ន្ិអ ១០ខទអ ់សម្រម្គបក់ ម្គរ ឈោយម្គន្
អ្កសរ P ឈៅខាអម ខ    ឈេខ។ 
បញ្ជជ ក:់ ឈេខកូែ ART ម្គន្ច្ំន្ួន្ ៩
ខទអ ់គ្ឺ  
- ២ ខទអ់ខាអឈែើម ជាឈេខកូែ ឈខតត 
- ២ ខទអប់ន្ទទ ប់ ជាឈេខកូែមន្ទីរឈពទយ 
ន្ិអ 
- ៥ ខទអខ់ាអឈម្រកាយ ជាឈេខឈរៀអបន្ត
បន្ទទ ប ់
ART number ឋតិឈៅកន អម្របអ្បទ់៨ី
នន្ទម្រមអ"់ក"។ 

ឈ ម្ ោះរបស់អ្នកជំអឺ 5 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

ម្រតូវបំឈពញន្ទមម្រតកូេ ន្ិអន្ទមខលួន្ 
របស់អ្នកជំអឺ  
- ជាង្ខមរយូន្ីកូែ 

ឈេទ 6 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសឈេទ។ 

អាយ  7 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

អាយ របស់អ្នកជំអឺ។ អាយ ម្រតូវ ន្
កំណ្តម់្រតឹម ០ែេ់១០០។ 

ម្របឈេទអ្តិងិជន្ Type Of 
Client 

8 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសម្របឈេទអ្នកជំអឺ។  
ម្គន្ច្ំន្ួន្ ៨ ជឈម្រមើស។ 

អាស័យោា ន្ 
Address  

9 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ទាកទ់អ េូម ិឃ ំ 
ម្រសុក ន្ិអឈខតត 
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ឈេខទូរស័ពទ 
Phone contact 

10 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជាឈេខ 
(ម្រគ្បឈ់េខទូរសពទង័្ែេអាច្ទាកទ់អ
អ្នកជំអឺ  ន្៑ 

Disclose HIV status 
11 Entry data Verified by CAA team “Yes” or 

“No” 

ឈ ម្ ោះម្រគ្ូឈពទយ Doctor name 
12 Data 

generated by 
data entry 

clerk 

ឈ ម្ ោះម្រគ្ូឈពទយង្ែេអ្នកជំអឺម្រតូវមក
ជួប 

ច្ំន្ួន្ viral load 
13 Data 

generated by 
data entry 

clerk 

ច្ំន្ួន្VL របស់អ្នកជំអឺឈៅនងៃណាត ់
(ឈបើម្គន្) 

នងៃង្ខឆ្ន ងំ្ែេោបច់្ំន្ួន្VLខាអ
ឈេើ 

14 Data 
generated by 

data entry 
clerk 

បញ្ចូ េនងៃង្ខឆ្ន  ំ
Dd/mm/yyyy 

អ្នកជំអឺមកតាមការណាត ់ឬមនិ្
មក 

15 Entry Data ការបញ្ជជ កឈ់ោយCAA Team ថាអ្នក
ជំអឺមកឬមនិ្មកតាមការណាត់ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ច្ំន្ួន្នងៃខកណាត ់Number of 
days missed 

16   មនិ្ ច្ប់ញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យឈទ (ទិន្នន្យ័
ទាញម្រាប)់ 

ការពាយាម 
ឈេើកទី១ (ច្ឈន្ទល ោះ 1-7នងៃ) 
1st attempt (1-7days) 
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

17 Entry Data សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជានងៃ ង្ខ ឆ្ន  ំ
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

សកមមភាព 
Activity 

18 List សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសសកមមភាពមយួពីdrop 
list ង្ែេម្គន្ ៥ជំឈរ ើស។ 
1 តាមរយៈទូរស័ពទ 
2-តាមរយៈច្ ោះតាមែេ់្ទោះ 
3-តាមអ្អាការនែគូ្ 
4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer 
5- មកខលួន្ឯអ 

េទា្េ 
Result  

19 List សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសេទា្េ ម្គន្ ៤ជំ
ឈរ ើស 
1- ន្មកវញិ 
2-មនិ្ ន្មកវញិ 
3-ទំន្ទកទ់ំន្អមនិ្ ន្ ឬមនិ្ ន្ជួប 
4-ឈ្សអ ៗ 
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សកមមភាព ន្ិអ
េទា្េតាម
ោន្អ្នកជំអឺខក
ណាត ់Action 
and result of 
Miss 
appointment 

ការពាយាម 
ឈេើកទី2 (ច្ឈន្ទល ោះ8-14នងៃ) 
2nd attempt  
(8-14days if there is when 
1st attempt was not 
done/successful) 
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

20 Entry Data សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជានងៃ ង្ខ ឆ្ន  ំ
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

សកមមភាព 
Activity 

21 List សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសសកមមភាពមយួពីdrop 
list ង្ែេម្គន្ ៥ជំឈរ ើស។ 
1 តាមរយៈទូរស័ពទ 
2-តាមរយៈច្ ោះតាមែេ់្ទោះ 
3-តាមអ្អាការនែគូ្ 
4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer 
5- មកខលួន្ឯអ 

េទា្េ 
Result  

22 List សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសេទា្េ ម្គន្ ៤ជំ
ឈរ ើស 
1- ន្មកវញិ 
2-មនិ្ ន្មកវញិ 
3-ទំន្ទកទ់ំន្អមនិ្ ន្ ឬមនិ្ ន្ជួប 
4-ឈ្សអ ៗ 

ការពាយាម 
ឈេើកទី3 (ច្ឈន្ទល ោះ 15-21នងៃ) 
3rd attempt  
(15-21days if there is 
when 1st and 2nd attempts 
were not done/successful) 
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

23 Entry Data សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជានងៃ ង្ខ ឆ្ន  ំ
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

សកមមភាព 
Activity 

24 List សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសសកមមភាពមយួពីdrop 
list ង្ែេម្គន្ ៥ជំឈរ ើស។ 
1 តាមរយៈទូរស័ពទ 
2-តាមរយៈច្ ោះតាមែេ់្ទោះ 
3-តាមអ្អាការនែគូ្ 
4-តាម HC/ VHSG/Peer 
5- មកខលួន្ឯអ 
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េទា្េ 
Result  

25 List សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសេទា្េ ម្គន្ ៤ជំ
ឈរ ើស 
1- ន្មកវញិ 
2-មនិ្ ន្មកវញិ 
3-ទំន្ទកទ់ំន្អមនិ្ ន្ ឬមនិ្ ន្ជួប 
4-ឈ្សអ ៗ 

ការពាយាម 
ឈេើកទី4 (ច្ឈន្ទល ោះ 22-28នងៃ) 
4th attempt  
(22-28days if there is 
when 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 
attempts were not 
done/successful) 
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

26 Entry Data សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជានងៃ ង្ខ ឆ្ន  ំ
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

សកមមភាព 
Activity 

27 List សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសសកមមភាពមយួពីdrop 
list ង្ែេម្គន្ ៥ជំឈរ ើស។ 
1 តាមរយៈទូរស័ពទ 
2-តាមរយៈច្ ោះតាមែេ់្ទោះ 
3-តាមអ្អាការនែគូ្ 
4-តាម HC/ VHSG /Peer 
5- មកខលួន្ឯអ 

េទា្េ 
Result  

28 List សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសេទា្េ ម្គន្ ៤ជំ
ឈរ ើស 
1- ន្មកវញិ 
2-មនិ្ ន្មកវញិ 
3-ទំន្ទកទ់ំន្អមនិ្ ន្ ឬមនិ្ ន្ជួប 
4-ឈ្សអ ៗ 

កាេបរឈិច្េទម្រតឡបម់កវញិ  
Date of reengagement  

29 Entry Data សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជានងៃ ង្ខ ឆ្ន  ំ
(dd/mm/yyyy)  
ង្ែេ ន្ម្រតឡបម់កវញិ  

ឈេត ្េខកណាត់ 
Reason for miss 
appointment 

30 Entry Data សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យជាក់ង្សតអង្ែេ
អ្នកជំអឺ ន្ម្រ ប់ 

កាេកំណ្តម់្រតូវឈ ោះបអឈ់សវា 
LTFU 

31   មនិ្ ច្ប់ញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យឈទ (ទិន្នន្យ័
ទាញម្រាប)់ 
ជានងៃង្ខង្ែេអ្នកជំអឺន្ឹអម្រតូវចាតថ់ា"
ឈ ោះបអ"់ ការពា េឈៅតាមន្ិយម
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ន្យ័ងមីរបស់ថាន កជ់ាតិ(ឈេើសពី២៨នងៃ
ឈម្រកាយនងៃណាតជ់ួប) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ការពាយាម
បន្ទទ បព់ីឈ ោះបអ ់
Attempt when 
lost to follow-
up 

ការពាយាម 
ឈេើកទី១ (ច្ឈន្ទល ោះ 1-2 ស ត
េ៍) 
1st attempt  
(1-2 weeks) 
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

32  សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជានងៃ ង្ខ ឆ្ន  ំ
(dd/mm/yyyy) 
 
 

សកមមភាព (activities) 33 
 

 សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសសកមមភាពមយួពីdrop 
list ង្ែេម្គន្ ៥ជំឈរ ើស។ 
1 តាមរយៈទូរស័ពទ 
2-តាមរយៈច្ ោះតាមែេ់្ទោះ 
3-តាមអ្អាការនែគូ្ 
4-តាម HC/ VHSG/ Peer 
5- មកខលួន្ឯអ 

េទា្េ (Result) 34 
 

 សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសេទា្េ ម្គន្ ៤ជំ
ឈរ ើស 
1- ន្មកវញិ 
2-មនិ្ ន្មកវញិ 
3-ទំន្ទកទ់ំន្អមនិ្ ន្ ឬមនិ្ ន្ជួប 
4-ឈ្សអ ៗ 

ការពាយាម 
ឈេើកទី២ (ច្ឈន្ទល ោះ 1-2 ស ត
េ៍) 
2nd attempt  
(1-2 weeks) 
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

35  សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជានងៃ ង្ខ ឆ្ន  ំ
(dd/mm/yyyy) 
 
 

សកមមភាព (activities) 36  សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសសកមមភាពមយួពីdrop 
list ង្ែេម្គន្ ៥ជំឈរ ើស។ 
1 តាមរយៈទូរស័ពទ 
2-តាមរយៈច្ ោះតាមែេ់្ទោះ 
3-តាមអ្អាការនែគូ្ 
4-តាម HC/ VHSG/ Peer 
5- មកខលួន្ឯអ 

េទា្េ (Result) 37  សូមឈម្រជើសឈរ ើសេទា្េ ម្គន្ ៤ជំ
ឈរ ើស 
1- ន្មកវញិ 
2-មនិ្ ន្មកវញិ 
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3-ទំន្ទកទ់ំន្អមនិ្ ន្ ឬមនិ្ ន្ជួប 
4-ឈ្សអ ៗ 

កាេបរឈិច្េទម្រតឡបម់កវញិ  
Date of reengagement  
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

38  សូមបញ្ចូ េទិន្នន្័យ ជានងៃ ង្ខ ឆ្ន  ំ
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

New clinic ID (Old ART 
number) 

39  សូមបញ្ចូ េឈេខសម្គា េ់ងមីង្ែេគ្នត់
 ន្ទទួេបន្ទទ បព់ីម្រតេបម់កវញិ 

ឈេត ្េឈ ោះបអ ់Reason 
for LTFU 

40  សូមកតម់្រតាតាមអ្នកជំអឺម្រ ប់ 

 

 

VI. Monitoring  

To monitor the effectiveness of the re-engagement activity, data for the two indicators below will be 

collected and results will be reviewed monthly by ART clinic, PASP and NCHADS. 

 

1. Percentage of ART patient with no clinical contact or ARV pick up within 28 days since 

their last expected visit date reengaged in care 

Definition Number of ART patients who did not come for the visit or ARV pick up 

between within 28 days since their last expected contact then who were re-

engaged/returned in care divided by total number of ART patients who did 

not come for the visit or ARV pick up within 28 days since their last 

expected contact date, multiplied by 100. 

Purpose To monitor the effectiveness of re-engagement activities of HIV infected 

patients on ART who were missing clinical appointment. 

Method of 

Measurement 

Count number of patients who missed clinical appointment within 28 days, 

and those who re-engaged/returned into care after their missing, then 

compute for percentage using numerator and denominator below. 

Frequency Monthly 

Numerator Number of patients who were missed clinical appointment within 28 

days then re-engaged/returned into care during the reporting period. 

Denominator Total number of patients on ART who missed clinical appointment within 

28 days in the reporting period. 

Disaggregation(s): Age/Sex: <15 Male, 15+ Male, <15 Female, 15+ Female 

Source of data  “Tracing and Re-engagement” tool, or 

ART electronic database or 
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Interpretation 

Action point. National average figure will be used as a reference for the 

comparison purpose, as well as trends over time for each facility to re-

engage missing clinical appointment patients.  

Appropriate actions should be taken to understand the cause of the 

missing, and then preventing them accordingly when the proportion of 

reengaged/returned is over time is low. 

Intervention. The facility should review the reasons for missing among 

ART patients and re-engagement rate. If the re-engagement rate far below the 

missing, review what changes in the system could keep the patients adhere 

to the treatment. 

 

 

 

2. Percentage of re-engagement of ART patient who was lost to follow-up  

Definition Number of ART patients who did not come for the visit or ARV pick up 

more than 28 days since their last expected contact then who were re-

engaged/returned in care divided by total number of ART patients who did 

not come for the visit or ARV pick up more than 28 days since their last 

expected contact date, multiplied by 100. 

Purpose To monitor the proportion of HIV infected patients on ART who were re-

engaged/returned in care after lost to follow-up. 

Method of 

Measurement 

Count number of patients who missed clinical appointment more than 28 

days, and those who re-engaged/returned in care after their missing, then 

compute for percentage using numerator and denominator below. 

Frequency Monthly 

Numerator Number of patients who were missed clinical appointment more than 28 

days then re-engaged/returned in care during the reporting period. 

Denominator Total number of patients on ART who missed clinical appointment more 

than 28 days in the reporting period. 

Disaggregation(s): Age/Sex: <15 Male, 15+ Male, <15 Female, 15+ Female 

Source of data  “Tracing and Re-engagement” tool, or 

ART electronic database  

 

Interpretation 

Action point. National average figure will be used as a reference for the 

comparison purpose, as well as trends over time for each facility to re-

engage patients who were lost to follow-up. 

Intervention: Appropriate actions should be taken to understand the cause 

of the missing, and then preventing them accordingly when the proportion 

of reengaged/returned is over time is low compared to the proportion of 

lost to follow-up. 
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VIII. Annexes 

Annex 1: Form of Tracing and Reengaging PLHIV in care - Appointment List 
  

  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

13-Aug-20
2-បុរសស្សឡាញ់បុរស MSM… Yes No

22-Oct-20
3-ស្រមុក្រែងភេទ TG… Yes Yes

18-Oct-20
1-ស្បជាជនទូភៅ… Yes No

30-Aug-20
2-បុរសស្សឡាញ់បុរស MSM… Yes No

31-Aug-20
2-បុរសស្សឡាញ់បុរស MSM… Yes Yes

01-Sep-20
2-បុរសស្សឡាញ់បុរស MSM… Yes Yes

លេខកូដ
Clinic ID
number

លេខទូរស័ព្ទ
Phone contact

អាស័យដ្ធា ន
Address

បញ្ជ ីអ្នកជំងឺណាត់ពិ្និតយប្ប ចំថ្ងៃ (ឧបសម្ព័នា១)
Appointment List

Disclose HIV 
status

Yes         No

Doctor Name VL value
(copies/mL)

Result date
dd/mm/yyyy

Come on 
appointment 

date
Yes        No

កាេបរលិឆេទ
ណាត់ជួប 

Date of app
ointment 

(dd-mm-yyyy)

េរ
No.

ប្បលេទអ្តិងិ
ជន

Type Of 
Client

អាយុ
Age

លេទ
Sex

ល ម្ ោះ
Name

លេខកូដ
ART 

Number
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Annex 2: Form of Tracing and Reengaging PLHIV in care – Actions and Results of Attempts within 28 days  
 

  

ការព្ាយាម្
លេើកទី១ 
(ឆល ល្ ោះ 1-7ថ្ងៃ)
1st attempt 
(1-7days)
(dd-mm-yyyy)

សកម្មភាព្
(ពី្១-៧ថ្ងៃ)
Activities

េទាផេ
Result

ការព្ាយាម្
លេើកទី2 (ឆល ល្ ោះ 
8-14ថ្ងៃ)
2nd attempt 
(8-14 days if there 
is when 1st 
attempt was not 
done/successful)
(dd-mm-yyyy)

សកម្មភាព្
(ពី្៨-១៤
ថ្ងៃ)
Activities

េទាផេ
Result

ការព្ាយាម្
លេើកទី3 (ឆល ល្ ោះ 
15-21ថ្ងៃ)
3rd attempt
(15-21 days if 
there is when 1st 
and 2nd attempts 
were not 
done/successful)
(dd-mm-yyyy)

សកម្មភាព្
(ពី្១៥-
២១ថ្ងៃ)
Activities

េទាផេ
Result

ការព្ាយាម្
លេើកទី4 (ឆល ល្ ោះ 
22-28ថ្ងៃ)
4th attempt
(22-28 days if 
there is when 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd 
attempts were not 
done /successful) 
(dd-mm-yyyy)

សកម្មភាព្
(ពី្២២-
២៨ថ្ងៃ)
Activities

េទាផេ
Result

កាេបរលិឆេទ
ប្តឡប់ម្កវញិ 
Date of 
reengagement 
(dd-mm-yyyy)

លេតុផេខក
ណាត់ (លបើប្ត
ឡប់ម្កវញិ)
Reason of 
missed 
appointment

កាេ
កំណត់ប្តូវ
ល ោះបង់លសវា
Date 
identified as 
LTFU

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

70 4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ
22/Oct/20

LTFU

1 1 តាមរយៈទូរស័ព្ទ3-ទារ់ទងមិនបាន ឬមិនបានជួប
23/Oct/20

6 5-មរខ្ល នួឯង
24/Oct/20

56 5-មរខ្ល នួឯង
25/Oct/20

LTFU

56 5-មរខ្ល នួឯង
26/Oct/20

LTFU

56 5-មរខ្ល នួឯង
27/Oct/20

LTFU

បញ្ជ ីកត់ប្ាសកម្មភាព្និងេទាផេកនុងអំ្ឡុងឆល ល្ ោះ ២៨ថ្ងៃ (ឧបសម្ព័នា២)
Attempt when patients missed clinical appointment within 28 days

ឆំនួនថ្ងៃ
ខកណាត់ 
Number of 

days Missed

សកម្មភាព្ និងេទាផេាម្ដ្ធនអ្នកជំងឺខកណាត់
Action and result of tracing patients who Miss appointment 
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Annex 3: Form of Tracing and Reengaging PLHIV in care – Actions and Results greater than 28 days  

 
 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ … 4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ …

4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ … 4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ …

4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ … 4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ …

4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ … 4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ …

4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ … 4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ …

4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ … 4-តាម HC/VHSG/Peer1-បានមរវញិ …

លេតុផេ
ល ោះបង់

Reasons for 
LTFU

បញ្ជ ីកត់ប្ាសកម្មភាព្និងេទាផេលេើសពី្២៨ថ្ងៃ (ឧបសម្ព័នា៣)
Attempts when patient is lost to follow -up

ការព្ាយាម្
លេើកទី១ 

(ឆល ល្ ោះ 1-2 សប្
ាេ៍)

1st attempt 
(1-2 weeks)

(dd-mm-yyyy)

សកម្មភាព្ 
Activity

េទាផេ
Result

ការព្ាយាម្
លេើកទី២ (ឆល ល្ ោះ 1-2 

ស ា េ៍)
2nd attempt 

(within 1-2 weeks after 
1st attempt (if there is 
when 1st attempt was 

not successful)
(dd-mm-yyyy)

សកម្មភាព្ 
Activity

េទាផេ
Result

កាេបរលិឆេទ
ប្តឡប់ម្កវញិ

Date of 
reengagement
(dd-mm-yyyy)

លេខកូដងមី
(រកាលេខ
ARTចស់)

New clinic ID 
(Old ART 
number)


